Hy-Speed Servo
SS DA Wrapper

Cryovac® Technology
Meeting Sustainable Packaging Needs Without Compromising Performance Or Value
Shanklin® Hy-Speed Servo SS DA

SS (Side Seal) DA (Stainless Steel Construction With Removable Washdown Infeed)

**General Specifications**

- Package dimensions
  - Up to 19” width
  - 4” to 48” length (flighted configuration)
  - Up to 8” height (“true” product height)
  - Package height plus width not to exceed 23”
  - Maximum film width (Side Seal Config.)
    - 33” Centerfold
    - 60” Flat (with Centerfolder)
- Sabre Side Sealer
- No Product No Bag Feature
- Pass through conveyor capability
- Standard conveyor height
  - 41½ with Casters
  - 35½ without casters
- CAT 3 Emergency Stop Circuits
- Multiple safety interlocks
- Air cylinder safety opens end seal jaws

**HMI (Human Machine Interface) Features**

- Picture based display
- Recipes — 100 nameable recipes
- Speed control adjustments
- Product spacing
- Seal systems temperature control
- End Seal cut Enable/Disable
- Programmable seal pressure
- Operator Lock Outs provide customized HMI access privileges
- Batch counting

**Electrical Specifications**

- Language switching - 9 languages
- Metric/Imperial unit switching
- Remote Monitoring via HMI Web Server
  - Monitor production information
  - View machine fault logs
  - Analyze machine status
- Integrated auxiliary infeed ready
  - Infeeds controlled thru HMI
  - Speed ratios recallable thru recipes

**Utilities**

- 230V, 60Amp, 50/60 Hz, 3 Phase
- 1/2 C.F.M. moisture free air at 60 psi
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